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Welcome

•Some attention on these questions recently
• TLV revisiting the ethical platform
• Debate article in Läkartidningen
• Willingness to pay for a QALY research

•Questions are on the table

•Let´s have an open discussion around these issues
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Session outline

Kasper Munk Johannesen 10 minutes
AstraZeneca & Linköping University

Joakim Ramsberg 20 minutes
Swedish Agency for Health and Care Services Analysis

Mark Sculpher 20 minutes
University of York

Panel discussion 20 minutes
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Introduction

Kasper Munk Johannesen
AstraZeneca & Linköping University
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Main aim of session  

To discuss and clarify some key issues that lie at the 
heart of (the debate regarding) HTA use in Sweden

• Utility vs. Health

• Societal perspective
• What this this mean, and do people mean different things?

• Normative considerations vs. logical consequences
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Decision makers and HTA users
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The Ethical Platform

I. the human value principleI. the human value principle
- the health care system should respect the equal value of all 

human life

II. the need and solidarity principle 
- those with the most pressing medical needs should have more 

f th h lth t ' th th ti tof the health care system's resources than other patient groups

III. the cost-effectiveness principle 
the cost of using a medicinal product should be reasonable from- the cost of using a medicinal product should be reasonable from 
a medical, humanitarian and socioeconomic perspective

http://www.tlv.se/in-english-old/medicines-new/apply-for-a-price-or-reimbursement/the-decision-process/
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Economic evaluation of health care
Considerations

O t V l ti Outcome of interestOutcome Valuations Outcome of interest

Utility 

Individual Individually WTP for health care 
intervention (QALY?)

Societal
Societal WTP for health care 

intervention (QALY?) 

Sector specific 

Individual Individually judged health gains, 
e.g. EQ-5D with Swedish tariffsp

(health)

Societal Societal valued Health gains, 
e.g. QE-5D with UK tariffs 
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Economic evaluation of health care
Considerations

C id t d C id t dConsider costs and 
benefits outside the 

public sector 

Consider costs and 
benefits across
public sectors?

To be included in 
analysis

No Only consider Health Care sector 
related costs and benefits

No

Yes Consider all public sector 
related costs and benefits

Yes

No Consider Health Care and 
private cost and benefits

related costs and benefits

Yes Consider all public and 
private costs and benefits
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Arestotelian food for thought
I agree…

I am the 
best player! Yeah…
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Arestotelian food for thought

UtilitarianUtilitarian
Best player will derive 
most utility to him and 
others. 

I am the 
best player!



Arestotelian food for thought
I have no 

other toys!

True… Poor sod…



Arestotelian food for thought
I have no 

other toys!

EgalitarianEgalitarian 
“No other toys…”



Arestotelian food for thought
Right

Sure… I found it…



Arestotelian food for thought

LibertarianLibertarian
“finders keepers”…

I found it…



Arestotelian food for thought

Utilitarian
Player who derive most 
utility to him and others 

Egalitarian 
“No other toys…”

Libertarian
“finders keepers”…

Each theory has a right or wrong - just not same right or wrong

All d d “ hil hi l” t d i t/th ti l i tiAll depends on “philosophical” standpoint/theoretical conviction,
which is a normative question
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